WIRING DIAGRAM

BMPlus 3000
ZONE 1 T'STAT
INPUT

ULTRA-ZONE
THERMOSTAT -- EWT-261
OR EQUIVALENT

BMPlus 3000
HVAC SYSTEM
OUTPUT

AFR1 -- MODEL R1, SPDT RELAY W/ 24VAC COIL

NOTES:

AFR1 -- MODEL R1, SPDT RELAY W/ 24VAC COIL

AFR1-1-NO

BMPlus3000 -- REVERSING VALVE OVERRIDE - 'B' TYPE HEATPUMP

DISCLAIMER: EWC Controls Inc., Cannot be held liable for the use or misuse of this supplied information. It is the responsibility of the user to determine the suitability of the application. Malfunctions, improper operation, and/or subsequent damage to any related equipment or property damage as a result of using this supplied information is the responsibility of the user. EWC Controls Inc., is not responsible for any misapplications including, but not limited to negligence, defect in product(s), system incompatibility, poor workmanship and/or installation.